Company Introduction

200,000 USD

Export Amount(2017) 200,000 USD

Link Bridge International
Double Ring Quattro Cheese Sausage

Export country

Hong Kong, China, Taiwan,
Singapore

Distribution network
Performance

Park n Shop, Best Mart360
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[Mission Statement]
1.	Our goal is to supply the lowed-price Korean
goods by reduced fixed-cost and low margin.
2. 	We will continually update and offer the new
and unique products for our partners.
3. 	By responding to customer feedback and
feature requested, we will serve the best
solution to satisfy our partners.
4. 	We constantly strive to build up our brand
in your market through various marketing
activities.
5. 	We will be your permanent partner through
deep friendship.

Jinju Soy sauce braised quail eggs
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Doubling Sausage is prmium stick sausage
that can serve the best taste for customer.
It is made of original sausage inside whole
size of three kind of quattro cheese/tuna
mayonnaise.
Since this product has launched in Octover
2017, Seven-Eleven, Circkle-K, 759 Store,
Best Mart360 in Hong Kong has been listed

baby goods

baby goods

Link Bridge International is established in Seoul
Korea specialized in exportation of Korean
foods, beverages, carrying the mission of
helping overseas retail product companies
developing Korean food market and introducing
authentic and healthy Korean foods to overseas
customers.
Our team is knowledgeable about the market
and international trading practices, we ensure
all the transactions are conducted promptly and
efficiently.
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Rating Region

and the customer response is really good.
#FOOD #BEVERAGE #RAMEN #SNACK
#NOODLE
FOB Price

Negotiable

FOB Price

Negotiable

M.O.Q.

50 Cartons

M.O.Q.

50 Cartons

Target Customer

All ages

Target Customer

All ages

Target Countries

Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore

Target Countries

Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore

Contact Point
Do Woo, Kim
+82-10-5098-7028
withlbi@naver.com
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